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Your Impact: Thriving communities. Healthy cities. A brighter future. At Jacobs, what we do

is more than a job, we work every day to make the world better for all. In our strategic

advisory work, we’re empowering our clients to deliver smarter, sustainable, and more

affordable solutions for tomorrow. From optimising asset performance to developing robust

strategic programs, we work to bind clients’ strategies, organization and assets together to

reduce risk, improve institutional outcomes and provide a return on investment. Are you

someone who is forward thinking and passionate about identifying solutions which lie

outside the box? If so, we'd like you to explore a role in the Solution Centre for Strategic

Consulting at Jacobs. Elevate your career with a company that inspires and empowers

you to deliver your best work so you can evolve, grow and succeed – today and into

tomorrow.  The Advisory teams provide strategic capital projects & transaction advisory

services for major projects in the infrastructure market across all phases of the business life

cycle, informed by our operational knowledge and deep functional expertise. By integrating both

strategic and technical expertise we serve the “whole client” from the executive leadership

to those who procure deliver projects and operations. Our group cuts across the different

market sectors in the region which includes Water & Environment, Transportation, Built

Environment and Healthcare. We seek a talented and dynamic Technical Consultant – PPP

Transactions with relevant experience to join our growing team and work collaboratively with

the Regional Strategic Consulting Teams. Job Responsibilities: As a Technical consultant, your
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main responsibility will be to work with the regional consulting teams by participating in the

development and driving growth of the team within the Jacobs organization. You will work on

strategic positioning and value proposition development, including internal coordination

across practice network. You’ll be part of strategic technical analysis, due diligence, and high-

level transaction advice on major infrastructure project development and procurement

(traditional and alternative PPP models), presenting findings to clients and implementing

follow-on programs. You will be working on key regional projects in the public-private

partnerships (PPP or P3) market and assist in best practices. This includes the development,

structuring and delivery of PPP projects that draw on commercial and non-commercial

financing across all sectors. You will be involved in the preparation of value-for-money

analysis reports which include option analysis, due diligence and benefits/cost assessments;

oversee drafting and final output of technical reports, findings and responding to queries for

public and/or private client work. You will support our clients to formulate policies,

strategies and programs to accelerate private sector development and public-private-

partnerships. You’ll work on time-sensitive projects such as: strategy development, due

diligence, risk appraisal, project monitoring, demand, revenue and CapEx/OpEx modeling,

performance modelling, business case and economic appraisal. This role is vital in helping to

monitor the investment climate in the Region, as you engage financial institutions, client

and other stakeholders in policy dialogue on reforms to enhance the incentive framework

for increased private participation.  You will provide technical support in the development

and completion of the business case, RFP documents, preliminary design and specification

development. Here's What You'll Need: Here’s what you will need: A degree or

professional qualification in planning, engineering, architecture. Postgraduate degree e.g

(MBA), finance, or related field will be an advantage. Excellent analytical, quantitative,

qualitative, strategic thinking, and decision-making skills Experience of producing high quality

technical reports. Have experience in one or more related sectors (e.g. Water, Rail, Aviation,

Ports and waterways, Transportation & Mobility, Building (social infrastructure). Have an

awareness in one or multiple industry standards (e.g. procurement models, design and

build standards, maintenance standards, asset management standards, contracts) Strong

analytical and structured thinking, exposure to team work as well as global stakeholder

engagement. Strong research & analysis ability supplemented with excellent report writing

capabilities. Effective communication including presentation and interpersonal skills with the

ability to deal with people at all levels professionally. Following experience is a positive



advantage: A minimum of 5 plus years of experience across sectors such as Infrastructure,

Water, Buildings, Healthcare, Power, and Energy is a positive advantage. Ability to develop

feasibility studies, business case appraisals, business models is a desired experience in this

role. Demonstrable knowledge of the PPP process (example: having worked with NCP

processes) Experience of implementing the guidelines assessing/evaluating the commercial

aspects of the PPP projects Jacobs. A world where you can. From our inclusive employee

networks to our positive mental health champions – we are committed to driving a culture

of caring where you can be you. Joining Jacobs not only connects you locally but globally -

and together, our diverse perspectives

and unique backgrounds power our collective strength. We collaborate and share!

By supporting one another, we all succeed. With safety and flexibility always top of mind,

we have gone beyond traditional ways of working so you have the support, means and space

to maximize your potential. You will uncover flexible working arrangements, benefits, and

opportunities to do good too – from participating in our global giving and volunteering

program, to exploring new and inventive ways to help our clients make the world a better

place. No matter what drives you, you will discover how you can cultivate, nurture and

achieve your goals – all at a single global company. Start your Jacobs career with a company

that inspires and empowers you to deliver your best work so you can evolve, grow and

succeed – today and into tomorrow. Primary Location Other Locations Job Posting Job

Posting : Feb 21, 2024, 1:15:25 PM Job Job : Planning & Consulting Organization

Organization : PPS Job Type Job Type : Experienced Work Locations Work Locations : AE Bur Dubai -

Halcrow International Partnership Halcrow International Partnership, 7th floor, City Tower

2 Sheikh Zayed Road, Trade Center 1, PO Box 360 2 Bur Dubai 2019 Jacobs Engineering

Group | All rights reserved.1999 Bryan Street, Suite 1200, Dallas, Texas 75201 , USA |

+1.214.638.0145 | Contact us 
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